Forward translocation is the natural pathway of RNA release at an intrinsic terminator.
Intrinsic terminators of bacterial RNA polymerase are small (< approximately 30 bp) sequences containing a dyad symmetry that encodes a hairpin in the RNA, followed immediately by a uridine-rich stretch of 5-9 nucleotides just before the site of RNA release. Formation of the RNA hairpin destabilizes the elongation complex, leading to transcript release. We test a model in which hair-pin formation drives RNA polymerase and the melted DNA bubble downstream without transcript elongation, thus releasing the transcript from its enclosure within the enzyme as an RNA/DNA hybrid. We show that blocking downstream translocation of RNAP and preventing downstream DNA unwinding both inhibit transcript release. We argue that translocation of RNA polymerase is essential and that translocation of the bubble stimulates, but is not required, for RNA release; we conclude that forward translocation is the natural pathway of RNA release at an intrinsic terminator.